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Arts Forum Held; Board OK's Student Members on Committees;
4 Foreign Students Student Senate Endorses "51'ARC" Resolution
Featured on Panel
Students will sit on commit- ing meetings of the Board where
tees of the Board of Directors of work consists chiefly of approvthe College and attend Board ing the action of committees."
meeti ngs, it was announced by
It was further suggested that
President Donald L. H el fferich the representati ves on these comafter the Board's November 15 mittees annually select one of
meeting.
these committee members to atThe Board approved a plan to tend the full board meeting.
provide both faculty and student
The method of electing the
representation on the following
faculty representatives shall be
Board committees:
determined by the faculty and
Long-Term Planning Commit- the method of electing the stutee: Two members of the faculty dent representatives shall be deand two students to be selected termined by the Ursinus Student
for their special interest and Government Association.
knowledge in the work oi the
Dr. Helfferich said, "At the
committee.
Government and Instruction: present time the College has a
Represented by one faculty Board of Directors that is youngmember with tenure holding pro- er, more interested and more
f essorial rank and one student involved in the problems of the
from t he junior or senior class. College than ever before in my
memory. I know they will welHonorary Degrees: Representcome the guidance of students
ed by one faculty member with and faculty as they ponder the
tenure holding professorial rank. serious and complex problems of
Building and Grounds: Two governing the institution. I enmembers of the faculty and two courage both students and faculstudents to ,be selected for their ty members to choose their repspecial intere&t and knowledge resentatives with care. These
in the work of the committee.
representatives will have the reDr. Millard E. Gladfelter, sponsibility of opening a new
Chancellor of Temple University, chapter in the history of Ursipresented the proposal to the nus."
Board in his capacity as ChairAsked for comment on student
man of the Committee on Gov- representation on Board commiternment and Instruction:
tees, USGA President DiNoia
"It was decided that both stu- sa-id, "I believe this is a sign
dents and faculty could best that Ursinus is ready to take
serve the College and could make student opinion seriously. I hope
the greatest contribution if they all students will applaud the acwere to serve on several of the tion as a forward-looking posicommittees of the Board, thus tive change. Now we students
actually engaging in the work of must take advantage of these opthe College, rather than attend- portunities for expression."

The foul'th Arts Forum of the
semester was held on Tuesday, November 19. Titled "World Collegiate Forum," the panel was moderated by Michael Sayre, who
posed questions to the members.
Sharyn Negus is an Australian
citizen studying Philosophy at Ursinus. Rupak Bajracharya, a preengineering student, comes from
Nepal. Also in pre.engineering is
Selby Nera, a citizen: of Rhodesia.
Steven Rubenstein lived in South
Africa for fourteen years, and is a
United States' citizen.
U. S. Image Abroad
The first question read: "What
is the image of the United States
in your country?". Sharyn felt
that Australians see the United
States as a protector against invasion. To support this point, she
cited the presence of United States
troops in Vietnam as' a possible
bulwark against Communism. Economically, there is much private investment from the United States,
and American interests are taking
natural resources out of Australia.
Sharyn stated that the people of
Au&tralia are, "Pro-Australian, not
anti-anything at this time." Selby
felt that Rhodesians have a very
good impression of the United
States. He implied thaft the youth
of Rhodesia has played an important part in forming this opinion.
Rupak's Nepal is under the impression that the Un~ted Start;es is
skyscrapers, freeways, and automobil.!s. Upon his investigation,
howe\ er, Rupak realizes that parts
of t.he United States are like Nepal,
exceJlt, "Nepal is more peacefu1."
He was especially dis-a ppointed by
the materialism that is wideapread ....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..
in this country. Economic factors
~lay. a major 1'01,; in opini~n-for~mg m South Afl'lca. Its ties Wlth
the United States involve gold ani

Man dra ke Concert IS
- H-t
I·
,

Rock Group Shows Profit
The MANDRAKE MEMORIAL,
and MONEY came hand in hand on
the night of Nov. 22, giving the
audience some very high quality
rock music, and the Agency its first
profit in its sad six year history.
The MEMORIAL is composed of
Michael Kac on organ, J. Kevin Lally, drums, Randy Monaco, vocal and
bass, and Craig Anderton on guitar
and "small magic box," which An-

trade publications including Bill·
board.
Strictly Its Own Thing
The group's music, although it
approaches the ilk of Iron Butterfly,
is strictly its own thing. The con~
cert was of entirely original material performed in a string with
skillful instrumental transitions.
The group showed great versatility
in moving from slow, light seg-

The panel members at the fourth
Arts Forum are (from left to
right): Michael Sayre (moderat.
or), Rupak Bajracharya of Nepal,
Sharyn Negus of Australia, Selby
Nera of Rhodesia, and Steven Ru·
benstein of South Africa.
diamonds.
Attempts have been
made at self·sufficiency on the part
of South Africans, but to no avail.
Steve believes that tourists, more
than any other factor, give the picture of the United States as being
a capitalistic country lacking morals.
Racial Problems Probed
The current racial problems were
probed in the questions: "What are
the interracial policies of your government, and what do the individual citizens think about these policies?" In Australia, problems are
eliminated by prohibiting Negroes
and Asians from settling there. The
internal racial pl'oblem concerns the
Aborigines. Full blooded Aborigines are not extended the citizenship
that is afforded to some mixed
Aborigines. In Rhodesia, the Europeans, Asians and Afl'icans live
separately. The British in Rhodesia
don't care to have a divided population, with perpetual disturbances,
(Continued on Page 7, Co1. 5)

The Mandrake Memorial turn on at the Agency Concert, on November
22.
derton himself built, and which produces electronically wind noises and
pure tones somewhat similar to
those of an organ. The Philadelphia group has done two appeal'ances at the Electric Factory, and
l'ecentIy, an extended engagement
at the Main Point. They have received vel'y good notices in many

ments into hal'd instrumental bin~
ges with the aid of a vocal which
would be superfluous except for its
value as a fifth instrument. The
instrumentals showed great cleverness of improvisation with interplay between Anderton's box and
guitar, and Kac's organ, mutating
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 5)

Student Senate Meeting Called:
"Drinking Problem" Considered:
SF ARC Suggestion Endorsed
By MIKE STONER

The 18 November meeting of the Student Senate convened in D-l at 6 :30. The meeting was called to discuss the
issue of drinking on campus. As the first order of business,
Bob Robinson reported on the meeting of SF ARC held Monday afternoon, and read a resolution that they had drafted.
The resolution called for the administration to allow persons
over 21 to drink beer on campus and to allow them to hold
on-campus parties at which beer would be served. Bob emphasized that this resolution was just in the very first stage,
of consideration, and that considerable checking had to be
done before it was even submitted to the administration.
Mr. Richter then reported for the
administration. The Board of Directors, he said, had held a meeting
on the previous Friday, 15 November, and had acted on a resolution
for student and facul ty representation on committees of the Board.
Students are now a llowed representation on three committees of the
Board. He also said that the Academic Council of the Faculty had
called for an in-dept h study of all
student activities and social practices.
Why Drinking Is Outlawed
Befol'e any conclusions could be
reach~d by the body of students,
John Emig suggested that the body
make a list of why ddnking was
outlawed on the Ursinus campus,
and why it should be allowed on
campus. This was done; results of
this discussion were these: Why
drinking is outlawed: 1. abuse by
those not under prohibition by
school; 2. in loco parentis position
of ,t he administration; 3. against
state laws; 4. financial (sanction
by alumnae and other donors); 5.
church affiliation; 6. moral question; 7. tradition; . 8. inconvenience
to other individuals. Why drinking
on campus should be allowed: 1. social acceptability of present law;
2. Ursinus is priva,te institution;
3. position of other similar institutions; 4. existing law not accomplishing its purpose; 5. individual
given moral responsibility; 6. college not actually preparing its students for the world; 7. Ursinus
norms are not in the moral stream
of today; 8. nothing to do on r:ampus.
Petition Presented
After these points had been set
down, Todd Allen presented a petition with 270 signatures calling
for drinking to be allowed on campus; he emphasized that he had gotten all of these signatures since
lunch.
Mr. Richter offered a reply to the
editorial by Fred Jacob in the last
issue of the Weekly.
The body decided to accept the
resolution by SFARC as its statement of position, and to do fUI·ther
negotiating through SFARC, which
already had begun investigating the
possible repercussions caused by repeal of the dry campus law. It was
also suggested that other organizations on campus pass resolutions
supporting the repeal of this law.
There were at least 200 students
at the meeting. In addition, several
faculty members, 2 or 3 house
mothel's, Dr. Creagel', and Dean
Rothenberger were in attendance
at the meeting.

"Camino Real"
Scheduled For
December 6th
The newly f ormed Protheatl'e will
present its ve rs ion of Camino Real
by Tennessee Will iams Decem bel' 6
at 8 o'clock. This play represents
an excursion and experiment by
Ursinus actors into the realm of the
" New Theatre." Woven into the
acting of the play wiII be the theatrical concepts of JelTY Grotowsky, an internationally famous Polish director. He is respon ible for
what has become known as this
"New Theatre." Central to this
new art form is the attempt by the
actors to break down the balTiers
between the audience and them-

Members of the Protheater are reo
hearsing for the upcoming produc.
tion of "Camino ReaL"
selves. Participation in the play
and its action is more impOl·tant
than what is said. For this reason
it is sometimes called "Kinetic
Theatre." A CUlTent example of
such theatrical performances is
Hair, currently playing in New
York. The script is largely improvised depending upon an audio
ence's reaction to the play. "Murat
Sade" is the first example of an
attempt by a director to achieve
the above goals.
Grotowsky's
theories were first brought to the
U. S. by the Ensemle Co., a group
of young actors from New York.
There is presently a revolution in
theatre brought about by these
theories. Playwrights of this new
school are turning out such play~
as Futz. Hair and "Tom Paine."
!hese plays are cUl'I'ently playing
In New York.
Theatrical Companies in New York are starting to
specialiZe in New Theatre. Among
them are the La Mama Experimental Co. which first performed "Futz"
and "Tom Paine." The Profol'mance
Group is responsible for another
play of this genre, Dionysis in "69."
Improvisation and Interaction
Camino Real performed in New
Theatre fashion wiII be character.
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)
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JUDITH SCHNEIDER

Our Play
Scene 1
Setting: a room in the library of any small
college
Time: now
Characters: Six students - three men and
two women - one woman in absentia, various and sundry other professors and students and YOU .
Stage properties: Since the play to be presented is purportedly a trial, a court stenographer is taking notes - no other legal
props are visible.
(A vote is being taken as the curtain rises.
The students enter-it is the first time they
have been in the room.)
Authority figure #1 - We have just voted
on your case and found you guilty. Since
you turned yourselves in, this court sentences you to . . . (aside) shall we make
it three or four weeks, Harry
Harry - Four - well perhaps five - it is
their first offense.
A. F. #1 - Five weeks.
Accused #1 - Five weeks of what, sir?
A. F. #2 - You are speaking out of order
sir - (aside) Harry, five weeks of what-':
we have no precedents, you know.
Harry - Call a meeting for two weeks from
the Thursday of last Tuesday five weeks
ago of next month. One thing at a time,
you know. We mustn't overload our schedule. One thing at a time I always say.
Why just last week while telling my grandmother, bless her, she died two . . .
A. F. #2 - Yes, we must discuss the sentence at some future moment.
Accused #2 - But sir, why were we given

that sentence - only five minutes ago you
sentenced another group . . .
A. F. #3 - Silence. You do not question a
decision of the court. We are, therefore
we are - we have no reason to be judicious
- we are only a court of law.
(-momentary blackout, when lights come on
again, only you, two students from the jury
and two A. F.'s remain. The audience notices they are dressed in black and balancing
huge law tomes on their heads. You rise,
walk to the front of the stage-the sound of
crying and shouts from withou,t -tears gradually flood the stage-just as you are about
to speak, a ton of academic robes falls from
the ceiling, drowning all who are on stage.
Blackout. Curtain.)
Scene 2
Setting: your conscience
Time: right now
Characters: a young man dressed simply in
a black outfit - with a turtle neck sweater.
The stage is bare with the exception of the
man standing in the center of the stage with
a spotlight on him.
The man: We acknowledge guilt - this cannot be denied. We knew that under the
law they must be punished. We are not
here to discuss the law itself, but its ad...
ministration. We desire justice-we want
precedents to be set-we want trials that
are not a mockery of justice and an insult
to our integrity as human beings. If we
choose to break the laws, we want to know
the consequences - we want precedents to
be set down . . . The entire situation is
absurd - it is unfortunate that it must
be treated that way.

In Our Mailbag
To the Editors:
campus, but those under that age
The most disturbing aspect of
should not be afforded the privilege. this editorial is to me the overt disDear Judy,
Thirdly, the solution with the play of journalistic irresponsibility.
"The greatest good for the greatest number" of people is not onJy least degree of hypocrisy should be It is based on emotion and on selthe goal of John Stuart Mill but followed . The present prohibition fish motives rather than on reason
that of classical liberalism. More- of drinking on campus is a bold- and seems unworthy of a coUegeover, it should be the goal of the faced lie because it is so loosely level pUblication. Surely collegeUrsinus student in reference to the enforced. r propose that for those age people should be mature
enough to seek solutions to probcurrent question of allowing alco- under twenty-one, it should be more
strictly
enforced
by
more
frequent
lems, rather than to "pass the
holic beverages on campus. I vehemently support the investigation checks of dorms and open parties buck."
Let's be fair! If you were ininto possible solutions to this by Dean Whatley and other securthorny issue by the Student and ity officers. A person with an LCB formed at all about the mechanics
Faculty Relations Committee as did card would be allowed to drink of our democratic system, you
the USGA and the "Y" because it reasonably, but anyone without the would realize that your gripe is
is typical of Mill's rational ap- card who was drinking should be not with the college administration
proach. The new opportunities for given demerits and eventually ex- but with the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania. Are you asking the
faculty, students, and administra- pelled if the infraction persisted.
Finally,
and
most
difficult
for
college
to break the criminal code
tion to work together on issues like
the present one is a landmark for today's student, we should acknow- of Pennsylvania? Don't you realUrsinus. I hope this is the begin- ledge that a private institution has ize that it is illegal for the admin~
ning of a new era of student-facul- the authoritative right to make and istration to condone in any way the
enforce student laws. Instead of consumption of alcohol by, I should
ty-administration exchange.
r feel that four basic guidelines always parading for our "rights estimate, two-thirds to threeshould be followed to have Mill's and privileges," we should be more fourths of your student body? Can
ideal accomplished in reference to cognizant of our "duties and obli- you imagine what the consequences
drinking. First, all those who at- gations" to our peers and to those could be for your Alma Mater if
tend open parties, or any party for who have authority over us. Con~ they took a stand against the heavy
that matter, should more sincerely sequently, we should obey the final hand of government? I'm sure
strive for self-control. It interest- decision of the Administration in the officials have considered this
ed but also grieved me that in the reference to drinking! Any other problem, because it is a real one.
editorial of the last Weekly, the action would show we are not ma- But, if the law is unrealistic, it is
three solutions to this campus prob- ture enough to handle any future not their fault. Ursinus College
lem included no plea for self-disci- freedom that might be given to us didn't put the law in the books, but
pline in the amount one would drink and that we aren't interested in thank God that the administrators
at a party. Has the moral fiber of "the greatest good for the greatest are wise enough to respect it, although the students apparently are
Ursinus students become so low number" in the long run.
not. If, as intelligent citizens, you
Sincerely,
that it is hardened to sensual exstudents disagree with this law,
Robert
Moore
b'eme and over-indulgence?
Secondly, a solution should be P.S. My viewpoint does not repre- work to change it, but don't blame
one that would reftect state law. sent any other person or group of those who feel the responsibility to
be law-abiding.
They have no
Since Ut'sinus freely admits stu- people.
choice!
dents of all races and religions and
Let's get the issues straight:
since the church affiliation seems to
The Editor
(1) The real cause of this tragedy
mean so little, the moral code
was that the young people involved
should not be harsher or more len- The Ursinus Weekly
r was so annoyed by the Editorial, were too naive to know tha t a
ient than state law. If the law is
wrong, change it-but obey it until "Open Pal'ties-Let's Reconsider," drunk cannot drive, no matter what
his age may be! Can you argue
it is changed and don't try to find in the November 14 issue of the
loopholes in it. The only basis for Weekly that I feel compelled to with that! Open parties on camThat accident could have
disobeying a law is clear contra- comment. I hope that you and pus?
diction of the authoritative teach- your staff believe that freedom of happened at Fifth and Main, with
ings of the Bible and Jesus Christ. the press entails a willingness to an irresponsible, immature driver
Students twenty-one and over listen to a differing opinion and at the wheel, and (2) it is selfish
should have the choice to reason- that you will direct some measure and unfair to expect the college to
break the law to "protect" people
ably drink or not on and off the UC of tolerance to my reaction.
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FRED JACOB

~ f)MUJl

It is axiomatic that everyone needs to win once in a while, if only for his psychological well-being. Even students.
As of now, the students on the Ursinus campus are waiting
expectantly, but patiently, to see what action the Board of
Directors will take on the proposals to allow limited drinking
on campus. They cannot quite believe that they will be permitted to win at last, but still they are hopeful, for they know
that if they lose this time, the Board's "triumph" will be a
pyrrhic victory of disastrous proportions.
Student opinion is now united in support of the StudentFaculty-Administrative Relations Committee's moderate and
sensible program for drinking reform. These proposals entail, very simply, allowing twenty-one-year-olds to have beer
in the dormitories and at parties held on the campus. No
state laws will be broken. The college cannot be accused of
condoning the "corruption" of minors. Even the most hesitant student has been able to support this eminently reasonable stand in good conscience.
There is a second facet of the present mood, however,
that cannot go unrecorded: the prevailing skepticism in the
Ursinus political process. Some of us may, and do, fervently HOPE that by channeling our proposals first through
the SFARC, then the faculty, and finally through the Board
of Directors, our objectives will be accomplished. Yes, we
hope; but precious few hold anything approaching a conviction that by "following the proper channels," as we have
chosen to do, we shall succeed. We are skeptical.
A Residue Remains
One can hardly blame the students for feeling as they
do. That stifling cloud of bitterness that threatened to choke
this campus last spring in the aftermath of the Waldo-Clymer
confrontation, has been diluted and dispersed by that extraordinary medic, Dr. Time. But at least Olle scar, a deep one,
yet remains: the fixed judgment that the administration and
Board of Directors magisterially brush aside and ignore student proposals that are presented peacefully. This opinion
~as expressed forcefully at the recent open meeting, where
It soon became obvious that a large number of students were
absolutely convinced that if the usual channels were followed
the administration would smother the proposals with red tap~
and delay.
Those who have cautioned for patience have thus far
held the day. The students' handling of the drinking question has been exell\.Plary. Their requests are reasonable, and
they have consented to "go through the proper channels," despite doubts and misgivings. Thus, the issue has grown into
something far larger than merely whether or not to allow a
limited measure of drinking on campus. It has emerged as a
very real symbol of student rights-and a test of whether
reason and moderation can effectively accomplish student objectives.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--::,--_ __
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---------------------------who would be the first to protest tribution to our ailing society, if
that they are old enough to decide her life had not been ended by
childish irresponsibility.
their own destinies.
Very truly yours,
My heart aches for the parents
Laura L. Murray
of that lovely young girl. She
(Mrs. Everett H. Murray, Jr.)
would be alive today and undoubt(Continued on Page 4, Col. 1)
edly would have made a real con- ~

Herberg Sees JlnoDlie M oral Crisis;

By~Line

Tradition

VS.

Let no one doubt the much needed
conditions of change at Ursinus.
Let no one doubt that the policy
here is that of maintaining traditions and virtually remaining s.tagnant. And finally, let no one doubt
that this is the era of the student
as opposed to -the by gone era of
the traditional administrator.
Perhaps I should state everything quite honestly and frankly.
Ursinus tradition s.tinks ! And what
may I ask is tradition? Could it
be that old game everyone used to
play before anyone ever got up
enough nerve to speak out? P r obably. Could it have to do with the
idea of maintaining good institutions?
That's possible too, but
Ursinus has been in the same institution and the same tradition for
one hundred years-that of extreme
antiquity. Do you realize how far
behind we are? If you don't, then
you had better start realizing it,
because we, the students, are the
people who are being deprived. If
we allow ourselves to be swallowed
up into the muck and mire of
swampy stagnation, then we will
,be no better off than the administration (Big Brother).
I think that most of us at Ursinus have minds and are rational
people, so why can't we put our
minds to work and strive to secure
what we deserve. We can do something about getting rid of this. idiotic idea of tradition. Weare not
living in the 19th century anymore;
believe it or not, this is the 20th
century.
To work within the Ursinus system if; playing the game fairly.
But what happens if a certain organization chose to work outside
of the system, yet within legality?
Such would ,b e a test case, with our
supel'iOl s. ovel'ruling us once again
and dismissing the undesirable
characters. This idea is term~ by
the administration as "stepping out
of line" or "making waves." 8<>meone had better step out of line
around here or make waves because
we will, as sure as hell, be caught
in a doldrum, which would wreak
havoc upon our minds.
'P erhaps this sounds. like other
articles W1litten by discontented
students, but isn't it surprising
that there continue to be so many
discontented students and so many
articles like this? A person with
a conscience must do something to
alleviate the disgust here. It is
about time that someone make it
known that traditions are supposed
to change with the times, as do
institutions.
However, there is. one note of

Change

change t ha t has been made by the
a dm inist ration, and t ha t deals with
black studen ts. T he administration
did accept five black f reshmen,
which was big of them. But in future years, perha ps you will understand that most blacks are cul tura lly deprived and disadvantaged,
a nd upon entering a school like
Ur sinus, we r eceive a great white
shock. Programs such as Upward
Bound a nd Colleg e Bound would be
excellent f or pros pective black students. So don' t just go out and
lure a black t o come here. Sure
we want to be t r eated equa lly, but
it would be nice if you would pr epare the road for us to a degree.
As I think about t ha t idea, the
concept of cha nge lessens, a nd t he
element of compulsion t o do certain
things (accepting black studen t s )
seems more realistic. These are just
a few ideas tha t a person ca n ru n
through his mind.
Life is full of rude awakenings
-but not here. Everyone is sleeping rather peacefully!

BYRON JACKSON

D.

"EUD Morality" f'ermed "Other Directed"
"What Is the Moral Crisis of
Our Times" was the rhetorical
question which served as the focus
of Dr. Will Herberg's Forum address on November 13th. Dr. Herberg of Drew University succeeded
in exemplifying the "generation
ga p" which so obviously acts as an
effective barrier to even nominal
understanding between our young
and old.
Dr. Herberg began his address
with the statement that every age
has experienced challenge to its accepted "morality"-challenge which
was manifested in widespread violation of ·the moral code. The difference for the speaker between
past ages and our own " modern"
age is not that there is an even
more widespread violation of t he
moral code, but rather that there
is a denial of the existence of any
sort of moral code or standards.
Dr. H er berg f eels t hat sex ual irregularity, for example, has been common to all ages and t ha t the
marked increase in premarital sex
on t he college campuses today does
not characteri ze the problem of our
age. It is the attitude which a t-

SFARC Minutes
NOV. 18, 1968
The third meeting of the SF ARC
was called to order by Chairman
Mary Ellen McFadden . Those present were : 'Mr. Paisley of the Board
of Directors ; Mr. Switzer of the
Administration; Mrs. IByerly and
'Mr. Ehrlich of the Faculty; and
Mary Ellen McFadden, Gail Sternitzke, Birch Miles, and Bob Robin&On, representing the students. Stu
Sweet was' also present upon invitation.
Mary Ellen McFadden read the
revised wording of the section on
grades which had been agreed upon
at the last meeting.
Rule change recommendations:
(once again, all rules can be found
in the Ursinus College Handbook
beginning on page 32 under "Rules
and Customs.")
Limiting Extra-Curricular Activities: It was recommended that ineligibility be computed only one
time a year, in June for the following semester. This would prevent
disruption of services in the dining
hall if a person were ineligible ·t o
wor k there beginning in the second
semester. A per&on could still regain eligibility after one semester
of satisfactory work.
Discipline: Birch Miles reported
that the USGA had already altered
this rule. Students. now have the
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option in disciplinary cases of a
hearing before t he Judiciary Board
or of having a pr iva te adjudica tion
of their case by the Deans.
Miscella neous Regulat ions : Section 31 on automobile policy was
substantia lly changed. It was decided tha t Freshmen with a 75 %
average after their first semester
should ,be allowed t o have ca r s on
campus. Fur ther more, sophomores
with a cumulative avel'age a bove
70% should be allowed to have cars
on campus. The automobile policy
toward those who have self-help
jobs or scholarships was discussed
but felt to be basically fair. Attention was drawn to the fact that
exceptions to the rule can be made
in special cases by the Dean of Men.
Section 32 on the advertising of
student activities on campus was.
felt to be an infringement of students' rights and a brake on campus
communications and was recommended to be dropped.
Section 33 on the school's drinking policy was thoroughly discussed. At first, discussions centered on the phrase "or in Collegeville" which forbade drinking off
campus in Collegeville. It was immediately felt that students over 21
should be allowed to drink in the
town if they wished.
This led to a more general discussion of the school drinking policy. It was definitely felt that some
change was needed in order to bring
the rule into line with current
campus reality and changed definitions of social acceptability.
With this principle established
discussion turned to approaches to
Iiberali:r,ing the drinking policy.
Several important factors were
considered in framing a recommendation: the school's traditional approach; the state laws governing
liquor control; the church's reaction to a more liberal drinking policy, since Ursinus is still affiliated
with and receives support from the
United Church of Christ; the effect of allowing drinking on campus on the accidents that occur after drinking off campus; the behavior of students if they were
allowed to drink on campus; and
students' nearly unanimous desire
for a revision of the rules.
After much discussion, several
possible approaches were suggested.
It was noted that at other schools
the Student Government or some
other such student organization
runs a discotheque-type place where
beer is served. This would allow
for open parties on campus while
allowing the drinking to be controlled by a student organization.
Such a place would be open to state

tends such "behavior" which is
symptomatic of the larger and
deeper pr oblem : "What's so bad
about sleeping around- it's natural
and fun too." The student who
cheated in school in past ages and
felt guilty about it was quite different from the student who cheats
in our age a nd who says, "What's
so bad a bout cheating?"
The speaker stated that the
sources of moral a narchy are often diff icul t to discern. But the
results of such anarchy are quite
apparent. A new "FUN MORALITY" has replaced t he old. "Feeling
good" a nd "social euphoria" a re
stressed as the older " inner directed" culture is replaced by the newer
"other directed" cul t ure. Teenagers
have become the "status vehicles"
for t heir elder s-employing hard
liquor a nd contraceptive devices in
achieving the level of hedonistic
satisfaction which the F UN MORALITY extols. Herberg feels that
afflu ence creates moral p roblems
more perplexing t ha n t hose problems which stemmed from pover ty.
We are evolving into a "normless" cultu re, losing all sense of
"transcendent trut h" with t he "exaltation of power ove r truth as
t he objects of ma n's in tellectua l
"When men
and moral quest."
lose their sense of established
s tandards, t hey inevita bly fa ll to
t heir urge f or power or pleasure."
H erberg
t hinks
t hat Will iam
J ames' "Bitch God of Success" has
finall y come into its own. While
God and Reason g uided H ebrew
and Greek t houg ht respectivel y,
the chaos of self-cr ea ted values has
resulted in our own moral crisis of our t imes. " Glory to Ma n In
the H ighest" is the modern credo.
Dr. H erberg's prem ise tha t there
is indeed a " mora l crisis" of our
times is open to ser io us questioning.
Although I would agree that there
has been a dra matic shift in emphasis from God and revea led truth
which characterized past ages--to
Man discovered t r uth which marks
the modern age, I would not go so
far as Dr. Herberg in condemning
the shift. What good was there in
looking to in stitutions such as the
family or church for moral guidance when those overly-venerated
social institutions were often blind
to the needs of man? To accept the
word of God as was interpreted by
the Church and then to subjugate
masses of men to brutal and degrading modes of existence was far
worse than is the denial of the
existence of a "defined," highly
specious morality. To believe in a
" higher order of law," while denying law among men, deserves greater condemnation than does the veneration of man-which results in
greater humanitarianism. It is because the Modern age, with its attendant relativism, has emphasized
the "glory of Ma n" tha t there has
been such revolution in effecting
the betterment of the human condition. To venerate God and revealed
truth while denying humane treatment to Man, is not my idea of a
healthy morality.
I would agree with Dr . Herberg
that there is to today an emphasis
on "power and fun"-which do have
deleterious effects on our society.
But I would posit that such social
attributes are not the result of the
new morality; rather, they are manifestations of the old. Power complexes and institutions predominated du r ing the age of the ancients
inspection and regulation and could
serve only those over 21.
A second suggestion was that the
rules covering drinking be changed
to rules covering excessive behavior, such as drunk and disorderly
conduct, or breaking college pl'operty, or disturbing fellow students.
This would allow for the moderate
use of alcohol by everyone, but
punish those who abused the privilege.
It was decided that some sort of
tentative proposal was needed to
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)

and Social Darwinism was the unknown guiding hand. The weak
surely had no chance of inheriting
the earth under the old morality.
The so-called new morality stresses
the dignity and worth of every individual, placing man and his human needs above the institutions
and transcendental ideas which
served in keeping the mass of humanity enslaved.
I do not think that Dr. H erberg
would deny that the new morality
is far better in "human te rm s" tha n
the old morality was--if Dr. Herberg understood what the new morality entails. Too often, people are
blinded by isolated incidences or
indirect manifestations in making
value judgments. To say that the
des truction of a priceless art collection by vandals in Rome is an
example of the infl uence of the new
morality, is to say that the crucifixion of Christ was an example of t he
infl uence of the old. One can readily see how untenable such arguments a re.
Dr. Herberg, a quite personable
and well -intentioned philosopher,
has committed an unpardonable sin
for an academic. H e has examined
only t he most superficial aspects of
a social phenomenon and has failed
to weigh the deeper aspec ts of a
morality which overtly condemns
man's inhu manity to man-as well
as t he selfis h acquisition of matel'ial t hings - and which motivates
man to ac t unselfishl y in behalf of
others. If Existentiali sm (as a major component of t he new morality )
were totally a " nega tive" influ ence
as Herberg int ima ted, t hen t here
would be no sense in S isyphus's
pushing t he stone up t he hill, 01'
f or that matter, one's joinillg t he
Pea ce Corps, Vista or doing social
work. On the contrary, Ex istentialism a nd t he new morality st ress
ma n's res ponsibili t y to life-an emphasis not univer sally impa r ted by
the old morality.
Perhaps Dr. Harberg's concern
with the moral crisis of our t imes
is a false concern . Perhaps there
is no difference between the "old"
and "new" morali t ies, basically.
Perhaps the crisis of our t imes is
not a "moral" crisis at all- but
merely a cr isis of understanding.
The generation ga p is still with us.

JOHN S. PICCONI
- Biographical notes
Dr. Herberg is Graduate Professor of Philosophy and Culture at
Drew University. He is well kn own
for his work in two fields-social
philosophy and theology. He has
taught, lectured, and conducted
seminars at leading academic institutions, and ha s written widely on
social, cultural, and religious quest ions.
His book, Judaism and Modem
Man: An Interpretation of Jewish
Religion, was hailed by Reinhold
Niebuhr as "a milestone in American religious thought." His more
recent work, Protestant-CatholicJew: An Essay in American Religious Sociology has met with
wide acclaim (" . .. t he most fascinating essay on the religious
sociology of Amel'ica that has appeared in decades"-:Ilew York
Times Book Review).
He has edited The Writings of
Martin Buber, Four Existentialist
Theologians and Community, State,
and Church: Three Essays by Karl
Barth, and has published three
monographs, "The Jewish Labor
Movement in America" (1950),
"The Political Theory of American
Ma rxism" (1951) and "Religion and
Education in America" (1961).
He was educated at, and received
his degrees (B.A., M.A., Ph.D.)
from Columbia University. Honorary degrees: L.H .D., Park College.
1956; Litt. D., Franklin and Marshall College, 1960 ; LL.D., Ohio
Wesleyan University, 1963.
He belongs to a number of pl'Ofessional associations, and was recently elected a member of the
Amel'ican Theologica l Society.
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Speaker Fails To Prove Dilemma
Just a few weeks ago a U.C. un- ton, N.J. eats only string beans or
dergraduate placed his mug of beer that Luther Jones is addicted to
on the bar, straightened his tie, egg plant.) Indeed, you would exand, with an air of finality, said he pect me to explain exactly why I
just couldn't believe there was a think vegetarianism is wrong. Now,
real moral crisis in the United Dr. Herberg, while mentioning all
States. I tended to agree. Al- those loose college women and
though Dr. Will Herberg, in his ad- cheating undergraduates, never did
dress here at College, scored heav- get around to telling us exactly
ily on some individual points, he why he feels this rejection of aufailed, in my opinion, to present the thority is wrong; i.e., why this is
arguments necessary to prove his the real moral crisis. In all fairpoint that the U.S., and particular- ness, one need not tax the intellect
Iy the college sector of the popula- to realize that the rejection of hightion, is morally decadent. For those er authority in certain (or all)
members of the college who did not spheres of human conduct is far
attend the program (and those who from innocuous; wanton killing and
came just to sign the attendance stealing might be "doing your
card), Herberg's major point was thing" but, if left unchecked by
that the real moral crisis we face God and/or by law, will certainly
is not the mere abandonment of an lead to the disintegration of socieaccepted code of conduct (that has ty. Perhaps this is where Herberg
happened throughout history) but sees the danger.
But then, one
rather the abandonment, the rejec- must distinguish between those
tion, of the authority, be it relig- principles which are woven inexious 01' otherwise, which backs up tricably into the fabric of society
this code. In other words, when a itself (family unit, thou shalt not
nineteenth century student commit- steal, kill, etc.), and those personal
ted some misdemeanor, he knew he decisions of a people in a particuwas breaking a Commandment, for lar time and place to do certain
example, but when a twentieth cen- things in a manner they see fit.
tury student commits the same For example, both society X and
misdeed, he feels no guilt, because society Y may have populations of
he has rejected God who has given 200 people, 100 selling cars, the
this Commandment. "It's my bag" other 100 needing cars. In peaceor "doing my thing" are three word ful society X, the one hundred peophilosophical treatises explaining pIe who need cars will buy them
the actions and feelings of many from the friendly neighborhood
young people today and the phe- dealer of their choice, provided
nomenon Herberg feels is the real they have enough coconuts to make
moral crisis.
the down payments. In society Y,
But describing a certain phenom- one hundred people "do their thing"
enon as a crisis entails much more by stealing the cars they want from
than merely giving examples of the their friendly neighborhood dealers,
phenomenon. If I were to reject who tu~n out to be ~uite human
vegetarianism, you would certainly and. qUIte .angr.y, ,!"aml y beca~se
expect more of me than illustra- I "domg theIr th.mg m~ans s~lhng
tions (that Mrs. A. Smith of Tren- cars to the public. SocIety Y IS ob-

viously in for a conflict of interests
and, no doubt, a civil war.
So Dr. Herberg is correct if one
modifies his statement to read:
"The rejection of higher authority
might be potentially dangerous if
that rejection causes the disintegration of the very foundations
upon which society is built." Fortunately, the future of a society
does not, and never has, depended
upon personal decisions to wear
one's hair long instead of short or
to eat spaghetti instead of squash.
Obviously my decision to write articles for the Weekly instead of
Focus has not destroyed the balance of nature or even tipped the
earth out of its orbit. Luckily, the
human being is free to make many
more and weightier moral decisions
without fearing a general collapse
of the social structure. It is only
when a rejection of higher authority is accompanied by the abandonment of those moral principles
which bind men together in groups
that we need worry about moral
crisis. The young lady who enjoys
certain intimate relations with her
boyfriend, without guilt, has personally shaken off the bonds of
what she undoubtedly considers to
be a puritan philosophy, but can
her actions really lead to a destruction of society? Should we instead
consider her decision as one similar
to that of wearing a hat in a world
where the properly dressed person
never wears a hat, or to that of
pouring ketchup on mashed potatoes when no one else in the diner
does? At worst, let's call her decision eccentric, but let's never call
it the sign of a full-blown moral
crisis.

ed the death of Kristine Litwak. It
is quite easy to have an accident
crossing 422 on foot, or driving
from Wismer to Clammer, true, it
is less likely, but not impossible.
There is one factor involved in
the issue which is more important,
that is, drinking. At Ursinus the
prevailing attitude seems to be that
in order to enjoy drinking, one
must get completely smashed. How
often does one heal' a UC student
crow with delight "Boy was I
plowed last night!"? Moderation
is looked upon as "chicken," or for
girls who want to retain some sort
of reputation.
Going beyond this desire to get
as drunk as possible is the love a
number of students have for "grossing out" everyone around. One
sometimes tires of the obscenity
which is looked upon as "cool," but
one can not escape it. The graffiti
on Freeland was amusing, but one
wouldn't want to read it everywhere.
It seems to me tha,t these unhealthy attitudes toward what
should be natural elements of life
lie at the heart of the problems
which the student body feels to be
so important. I hate to say it, but
it also seems to me that it is the
fraternities and sororities which
foster these attitudes. Although
the Gl'eeks do have their good
points, the picture which the~ present to outsiders is that of organized debauchery.
The incoming freshmen see that
members of fraternities and sororities seem to rule the campus, and
in their natural desire to be popular they imitate the Greeks. The
infrequent opens make it imperative
for those who want to be "with it"
to pledge as soon as possible. In
order to be really accepted by the
group the new member must conform to its mores and attitudes.
Furthel'more, after putting so much
time, money, and effort into an
organization, it becomes almost impossible for a member to look at
that organization or its goals objectively.
The Greek myth of drunkenness
and profanity will not stand up in

the outside world. After graduation no one will offer a job just
because the applicant wears a gold
sweatshirt and belches loudly. The
weekend binge is a way of life
only for the neurotic, one can not
imagine rational people trying to
live in a stupor most of their lives.
College is supposed to prepare
one for the responsibility of independence. For this reason students
should be given the freedom to
make their own decisions about who
they will see and what they will do.
Nevertheless, college should not
protect the student from the results of his irresponsibility. If
the Greek myth of the glories of
drunkenness and irresponsibility
could be disproved, then I think
that the student body might appear
more prepared to take on the re.
sponsibilities of adulthood. I think
it a shame that the majority of
students should have to suffer for
the immature minority. I can not
believe that opening the dorms and
allcwing drinking on campus will
really solve the problem.
.
If the Greeks can not clean theIr
own houses I think that the administration would be right in abolishing them. As it is, the hierar~hy
at Ursinus sanctions groups whIch
flagrantly breaks those rules whi~h
that hierarchy has set down. ThIS
only makes the administration look
ridiculous in the eyes of offenders
and non-offenders alike.
To answer the questions "who
would run Homecoming, who would
run Campus Chest?" I would refer the reader back to the interview with Dr. Byerly. Dorm groups
could run these activities, without
excluding anyone.
Furthermore,
the energy put forth in pledging
might be used constructively in similar worthy projects.
I wish to make clear that I do
not attack the Greeks per se, only
the attitudes which they seem to
foster here at Ursin us. I am also
in favor of all steps which might
make Ursinus more like the outside world, where there is both freedom and responsibility.
Thank you,
Linda Richtmyre, 802'

IN OUR MAILBAG
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 5)
Dear Mr. Sautter:
Perhaps I should inform you that
in your al'ticle of November 14th,
you committed one of the grand
errors of critical analysis-that of
taking things out of context, attempting to read your own ideas
into them, and eventually causing
yourself to become upset because
you realized that you were offended, and what's more, you're not a
white liberal.
I gathered from your article that
you chose to criticize me because
of my supposed lack of logic. Let
me tell you something man, when
questions involving blacks and
whites are discussed, there is no
element of logic. Another matter
that I might inform you of, is that
most of all, we blacks despise flaming so-called liberals like yourself.
You needn't tell me how liberal
you are and what you think. I
don't care. You ghould tell your
white brothers what they should do
and then come back and talk to
me. Perhaps my article in Focus
scared you; that wasn't my purpose. I just wanted to give you
some food for thought. By your
reaction, I would say you were
rather fed up. Good.
Love and kisses, brother,
Byron M. Jackson
Dear Judy,
In recent weeks there has been
a furor on campus over two important and related matters. One
of these is policy of closed dormitories and off-campus open parties,
and the other is that of sororities
and fraternities. The tragic accident in Pottstown should make the
students forget their prejudices and
take a look at the real Ursinus.
In spite of the fact that the
majority of students here seem
fairly rational, there are times
when one wonders whether they
really want to solve celtain problems, or whether they merely want
to have their way and wi;l ·!se any
excuse to get it. I com ,,!Id that
having open parties on campus
would not necessarily have prevent-
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PAUL SAUTTER

MANDRAKE CONCERT

(Continued from Page 3, Col. 4)
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
present to the open Senate meeting [rom that identity to that of conof the USGA to be held that eve- cert piano or classical harpsil!hord,
ning. Aftel' discussion SF ARC de- and with stunning juncture and
cided to recommend that beer be punctuation from Lally's drums.
The Ursinus audience was, to
allowed in the dorms for those over
twenty-one, but that the rule be twist the hippie idiom, strait. As
loosely enforced on those under vindication, however, Craig Andertwenty-one. The matter of a beer ton said that the group had enjoyed
concession was considered a good playing for the symphony concert
idea and further investigation into type audience which was careful not
to clap between the movements. He
it was recommended.
summarized his statement with,
This proposal was only tentative.
"Just so long as they aren't quiet
Further investigation into the state
at the end of the performance!"
laws governing drinking and the
and they weren't, bringing the
granting of liquor licenses is necMBMORIAL back for one encore
essary before any concrete recomand making a half-hearted try for
mendations can be made. Also, another.
other schools with similar backLife for the Agency
grounds are to be contacted to deThe attendance at the concert
termine their policy and how they
was 250, giving the Agency a $50
have solved their problems.
profit, its first entry in black since
Section 35 which states that the its inception six years ago. Accollege will treat any "offense a- cording to Les Schnoll, Agency
gainst morality" committed during president, this success, although
vacation as if it were committed limited, will definitely set a new
during the school year was recom- trend in Agency Works. It will,
mended to be deleted entirely.
first, mean the acquisiti1m of rock
Penalties: The matter of penal- groups breaking an Agency trend
ties in general was postponed un- almost exclusively toward sou!. In
til the complete set of rules is this respect, Mr. Schnoll asked for
completed. At that time fitting the suggestions of anyone interestpunishment for infractions will be ed in bringing a particular group
considered. However, it was felt to the campus. Secondly, this will
that in the specific instances stated start a new scope in advertising by
in both paragraph 37 and 38, the the Agency, expanding coverage to
students should have the right to local high schools and colleges by
appeal their suspension or dismis- use of newspapers and radio. The
sal to the Judiciary Board of the profit, however, was noticeably narUSGA if they so desired. ThIS row, and MI'. Schnoll did mention
would allow the Administration the with some bitterness the competiright of a discreet dismissal in tion of a basketball scrimmage with
cases where the college's reputation the concert. The Agency may only
might be involved and still protect have been lucky this time and still
the student's rights against an ar- needs your support.
bitrary decision.
General Dormitory Regulations
for Men and Women: Title I was
retained intact. Title II: Dormitory Rooms Sentence 1 is to be Gracious Country Dining Since 1798
altered to allow the moving of fur- ROUTE 422
LIMERICK, PA.
nishings with the knowledge and
Phone 495-6222
permission of the appropriate Dean
of Men or Women. Section 2 was
to be omitted entirely to allow the
MOYER'S BARBER SHOP
students the right to decorate the
room as they please. However, 346 Main Street, Collegeville, Pa.
damage to the room of any kind is Haircutting by Appointment
still punishable. Section 3 was
CLOSED WEDNESDAYS
modified, omitting the section that
limited consumption to 200 watts
For Appointment Call 489-2540
of electricity. Sections 5, 6, 7 were
deleted. Students are to be reA. W. ZIMMERMAN
sponsible for their own rooms. Section 10 which allows for the unJEWELER
announced inspection of rooms was
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
felt to be an invasion of privacy
Certified Gemologist
on the part of the college. The
American Gem Society
necessity of entering rooms under
Complete Line of
certain circumstances was recogJewelry, Diamond., Ursinus Charms
nized, but regular unannounced inspection was not felt to be ll('cessary. It was therefore decided to
retain the rule but add that the
right of inspection was to be used
in extenuating circumstances and
Bobbie and Charlie Lutz
with discretion on the part of the
college authorities. Inspections as Satering to All Student Needs
to the conditions of rooms wel'e to
489-9275
be made on a regular, pre-announced basis.
Title III: Guests: This rule was
ADLER'S
dropped. The guest policy for woWhere the smart coeds hop
men is given in Title VIII of the
Women's Dormitory Regulations Petites, Juniors, Misses Fashions
(p. 41). In effect, the dropping of I Dresses, Sportswear, Accessories
this rule simply removed the guest
regulations for men, which were
KING OF PRUSSIA PLAZA
not being followed.
The meeting was adjourned by
'fHE TOWNE FLORIST
the Chairman.
Next meeting:
CORSAGES and FLOWERS
December 4th, 1968.
for All l"rsinus E,'ents
Respectfully submitted,
331 MAL STREET
Robert B. Robinson
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
CAMINO REAL
Wire Service - 489-7235
(Continued from Page 1, Co!. 5)
ized by improvisation with the
Expert Shoe Repair Service
script and interaction with the au- Lots of Mileage Left in Your Old
dience. There hopefully will be auShoes-Have Them Repaired at
dience participation in the play.
LEN'S SHOE REPAIR SHOP
Camino Real should be an interest- Main Street
Collegeville
ing experience as well as a per- New Shoes & Jack Parcell Sneakers
formance worth seeing.
Dye All Fabric Shoes Any Color

~tttt

LUTZ'S
FIFTH & MAIN

FIFTH AND MAIN

COLLEGE YARN and

SUNOCO

NOTION SHOP

Service Station

478 MAIN STREET
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Freeland Hall: "Don't Let It Be Forgot"
The Freeland-Derr-Stine complex is now a
memory. Demolition was begun on Wednesday, November 20, and by early in the next
week, the job was completed. The wrecking
procedure proceeded so smoothly that onlookers could hardly help but wonder that the
building had not collapsed long before.
I suspect that nearly everyone felt a touch
of nostalgia as F reeland came tumbling down.
I had lived in Derr during my sophomore
year, and each blow of the wrecking crane
seemed to arouse another long-dormant memory. The old "Stine gang," most of whom
have now moved their headquarters to Broadbeck 3, felt much the same way, I am sure,
as did many others. Perhaps it is fitting that
Stine, whose student occupants were so closely knit in these last few years, was the last
por tion of the three building complex to fall.
Decision a Tough One

FREELAND HALL 1849-1968

A Senior Looks At Freeland

Can Library Replace
Freeland's Primacy?

It is .somehow comfort ing to recall t hat the
decision of four years ago to wreck F r eeland
Hall was not one that was made hastily.
There was quite a bit of sentiment for pr eserving the old building and r enovating it to
ser ve as a snack shop and administrative center. In a letter to t he Weekly, Dr . Donald
Baker wrot e that "the destruction of Freeland is to be opposed as wasteful planning
and, second, as an indicator of a direction
toward a grandiose delusion." Many agreed
wit h him.
F or once, the Weekly lined up on t he side
of t he administration. The feature editor at
the time was an energetic young freshman
with a tendency for crusading. This lad arranged an interview with Business Manager

Fred Wentz in order to find out just why the
college hierarchy had decided that Freeland
mus t come down. The following is an excerpt from his report:
. . . in the face of what Business
Manager Fred Wentz terms, "the fervent wishes for a new library with a
central location" and "the prohibitive
expense of adequate remodeling" it is
hard to see how pragmatism can fail to
conquer sentiment in a battle of the
emotions. Even those who still cherish the hope that the building can be
saved admit this.
Mr. Wentz cites the exorbitant cost
of maintaining the aged structure as a
factor in the original decision to raze.
"The straw and mud combination that
make up a major portion of the old
rubble walls absorb and retain water,"
he explains. "The walls, therefore,
either have to be replastered or repainted every two or three years ."
The young feature editor was satisfied with
the reasons given in defense of Freeland's
demolition, but he decided, nevertheless, to
run a sort of memorial issue to help the students to better remember Ursinus's original
building. The material on this page, with t he
exception of the pictures, is all materi al t hat
appeared in the J anuary 10, 1966 issue of t he
Weekly. T he banner headline in t hat issue
read, "We'll Not F or get : A Promise to Freeland." This special feat ure is the Weekly's
way of redeeming that promise made near ly
four years ago.
-FRED JACOB

Search Into History Substantiates
In my four years at Ursinus I have given many prospecClainl 01 Second Oldest Graduate
tive students tours, and in these tours Freeland Hall has always received special notice as the oldest building on campus,
and also as the building that originally housed the whole col- 'I'hat ~Treeland Was Everything"
lege. Most visitors to Ursinus are impressed by its tall white
By SUE YOST

By LORETTA WAGNER

pillars and New England green shutters. I admit I usually
and TIM COYNE
simply told my guests about the facilities in,side, because I
"Freeland Hall was everything."
felt the interior might destroy the illusion of grandeur pre- So said Flora Lentz, the second
sented by the facade, and I had much ground to cover in a oldest graduate of Ursinus College
in an interview. And indeed it was.
short time.
However, what I did not tell my
guests, mainly because they would
not understand me, was what Freeland has meant to me, not only as
a student at Ursinus for four years,
but also as a Collegeville resident,
closely associated with the college
since my birth. Freeland is the
center of the campus-a strong
white focal point from which gray
stone buildings and green lawns
fan outward. Framed by Egar
Gateway, its broad white expanse
captures the eye of the artist, and
often slows a car passing through
town. Although today Freeland
does not serve the functions that
gave it its central place on ~he
campus, tradition and its own Impressiveness render it the rightful
possessor of that position.
A Building to Look At
Male residents of Freeland are
quick to remind me that the inside
of the building not only deserve I>
absolutely no admiration, but also
is really a firetrap unfit to live in.
But I am lucky. I think Freeland
is beautiful because I know it only
from the outside. For me, Freeland is a building to look at, steps
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to sit on, pillars to gaze up at, the
house of the bell , the site of Freshman step shows.
Perhaps the Freeland I like best
is the rarest one of all. After a
snowfall when all the landscape is
softened and darkness has fallen,
Freeland is the most beautiful part
of the campus. Even without snow
Freeland is a study of vertical and
horizontal line that pleases and
soothes my eye.
Can Library Replace It?
Do I romanticize too much?
Perhaps; I often am accused of
wearing rose-tinted glasses. Yet
I speak of Freeland as one who
has known it for a lifetime and
always with happy associations.
Mine is the warmth of a twentyone year fri endship with that big
white building, and I find its projected fate hard to accept. When
Freeland is gone, for me the center
of Ursinus will be gone also. I
hope that the new library can fill
the same place in future students'
lives as Freeland has for me and
countless others before me. For us
soon all that will be left is, "I remember
"
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Here is the Freeland story:
1848: Freeland Seminary receives its charter from the Senate
and the House of Representatives
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
1849: The Seminary opens its
doors to students. Here is a description:
The seminary edifice is an
imposing structure of stone,
f our stories high, and surmounted with a handsome railing and cupola , occupies a
beautiful eminence, commanding a delightful and extensive
prospect of the surrounding
country
interspersed
with
farms, villages and rich natural scenery.
The internal arrangements
of the esta'b lishment are most
complete, and admirably adapted to the appropriate purposes:
the dining hall, study rooms,
dormitory and other apartments, being spacious, airy,
and well provided with every
requisite for the health, comfort, and convenience of the
student.
The establishment is plentifully supplied with pure water,
and it is in contemplation, in
the course of the coming season, to add a suit of bathing
rooms."
1864: The seminary edifice was
improved by a large wing or projection thirty-eight feet square
added to the north end of the
building.
1869: Freeland Seminary becomes Freeland Hall, a preparatory
school for Ursinus College, "where
the youth of the land can be liber-

THE SO UVENIR HUNTERS . . .
ally influenced under the benign influ ence of Christianity."
1881: Women admitted for the
first time, to sa t isfy and broaden
the horizons of the male youth.
1897 : Dr. Spangler, the pr es ident, renova ted the basement of
Freeland, changing it from storage
space to ki tchen, dining room , servant's quarters, and closets.
1913 : Complete renovation of
Freeland; East Hall and North renamed "Derr" and '~Sti ne . " The
College Catalogue of that yea r
read :
Freeland Hall, the original
building of Freeland Seminary,
Derr Hall , a memorial to t he
late Reverend Levi K. Derr, D.
D., and Stine Hall, a memorial
to the late Daniel Stine in
g rateful recognition of benefactions to the college by his
daughter, Mrs. A. L. Kaub,
constitute a fine group of buildings occupying a position of
contiguous arrangement in the
center of the campus. During
the summer of 1918 these structures were completely remodeled and are now practically

new buildings t horoughly adapted to the present needs of
t he college. The outer surfaces
have a whi te sand finish while
the windows are fitted with
g reen blinds. An imposing port ico of masonry a nd concrete
having four classic columns,
r ising to the full height of t he
building a nd surmounted with
a pediment of terra cotta,
graces t he main entrance. The
orig inal cupola, somewhat alter ed in design, remains to provide a permanent place for the
college bell which has here
swun g a lof t and summoned
students to classes for more
t ha n sixty years."
The Freeland Hall we all knew so
well remained essentially unchanged
from 1918 until its demolition last
week, some fifty-five years later.
When we can see a modern library
through Egar Gateway a few years
from now, we can be sure t ha t we
have a sizea ble chunk of t he Ursinus heart and lifeblood. For if
ever a building embodied the history and tra dition of its institution,
it was Ursinus's Freeland Hall.
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ALice in Academe:

Instructor Asks What Do Students Really Want?
Editor' Note : The following article is reprinted
from the August 1 i s ue of the Ches tnut Hill Local
for your information, amu sement and perhaps
e'·en edification.
J. S.
Student activism, s tudent unrest , student protests, and
student revolts have been the chi ef concern of parents, educators, and the mass media since the Free Speech Movement at Berkeley in 1964 and , particularly, since the recent upheavals at Columbia and in Paris. On a panel discussion on a recent NBC television program, J ack Neufi eld, a
colum nist for "The Village Voice," declared that today's
students are more existentialistic and mor alistic than ever
before, that they define t hemselves in terms of action
rather than merely in words; and Irving Howe, editor of
"Dissent," believed t hat student unrest was largely attributable to t he violation of liberalism in the past several years, pa r ticularly in the Bay of Pigs incident, in t he
Dominican Republic situation, a nd, especially, in the Viet
Nam war-situa tio ns in wh ich men who claimed t o be
liber als violated liber alism and their own pr inciples.
Object to " Multive r sity"
Mr . Neufi eld's a nd Mr. Howe's contentions a r e, undoubtedl y, quite t r ue, but what, exactly, do students r eally
wa nt, and wh y a r e t hey pr otesting ? F or openers, students
clearly object to what Cla rk Kerr has called the " mult iver sity" of the massive educational ins titu tion which is
segmented into large unde r g raduate departments with
lectur e courses number ing well over a hundred students,
la r ge graduate departments, departments involved in indus tria l research, depa rtmen ts engaged in defense research,
and de partment s inves tigating ur ban redevelopment. How
can the student hope to establish a sense of personal identity in such a sprawling educational megalopolis? How
can points of r elationship between the individual student
and the universi t y be engendered when the university has
becom e so enormous that it must establish branch campuses in rural communities ?
Mor eover , university and college catalogues often lead
pros pec tive students to believe that renowned scholars and
lecturers will be instructing them when they attend the
school. Students frequently find , after gaining admission
to a certain college or university, that the noted professor
is engaged in research; hence, a student can pass through
four years of college without ever meeting the "names"
boasted by the catalogue. Other educational institutions
ellcourage the "publish or perish" practice to the extent
thai teachers are more interested in establishing professional reputations through publication rather than through
th ~ f atisfaction of communicating on a person-to-person
ba sis with students. Naturally, students resent such
whu:esale depersonalization of their own identities and of
thei r r elationships between themselves and their teachers.
Greater Authority
Besides wanting to be recognized as individuals, students also desire greater authority in the administration of
the college or university. They want stronger participation in student affairs. Such participation does not mean

that students want to take over and f ull y administer the
r unning of an institution. In a recent ar ticle in "The New
York Times Ma g azine," Joel R. Kramer, editor of "The
Harvard Crimson," H arva rd's daily undergradua te newspaper, s tated t hat students want a res tructured university
in which the balance of p ower is shifted from the president
and a board of trustees to the f acul ty and the students.
The major policy decisions-particularly those involving
curriculum and faculty tenure-are now made by men who
have no special knowledge of or competence in educational
matters a nd who, a s alumni, often attended the school years
before, when it wa s quite a different institution.
Kramer advocates a governing board in which students a nd f aculty-more closely concerned with the univer sity's problems and more aware of its needs and potentials-work wi th trus tees in fo r mulating policy. Kramer
believes that in t his way, people would be elected to the
board "on t he basis of what they think 81bout the university
a nd its pro per r ole in the community rather than on the
basis of who they are or what they have accomplished in
t he business world."
Clearly, there are areas in which students should have
g reater power t ha n t hey now have. For example, students
should be able to petition for t he addition of courses not
presen tly offered by the curriculum, and they, together with
the fa culty, should be permitted to remedy the inevitable
cour ses which no one likes (the "gut" or "cake" courses,
a nd the requi site courses which 'benefit no one). They
should al so be allowed to evaluate courses in terms of the
cogency of their content, the competence of their instructor s, and the applicability of their reading lists . Students
should al so have an opportunity to evaluate meaningful
non-cla ssroom experiences, such as working in a depressed
area in the community or engaging in an acculturative
extra-curricular activity such as debating, dramatics, or
the literary magazine.
Social and Moral Codes
Obviously, students should exercise stronger control
over their extra-curricular activities and their social lives
on the campus. They should be allowed to live off-campus
if they wish to, and they should not be required to eat in
the school dining room if they don't wish to. Since we educate them to make decisions (or hope that we do) and to
function like adults, and since we encourage their individuality, why can't we let them make decisions regarding
curfews and the "problem" of women in men's dormitories? College students have shown that they can govern
their own social lives responsibly. They have, in most
cases, determined their own moral codes; why can't we let
them live by their own codes?
Students, in other words, want to be treated like adults and individuals, they want to exercise a more meaningful role in the governing of the university, they want
greater self-determination, and they want to ameliorate
the depersonalization of the large university system. In
order to achieve all of these aims, students will protest
and rebel. When conferences, discussions, petitions, and
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quiet demonstrations fail (,because authoritative adults
won't listen or pay attention) , then students will actively
protest. They will use force to a chieve viable power because they kno w that force focuses public attention upon
what they want . (At Boston University not long ago, 200
Negro s tudents occupied a building for twelve hoursand t he un iver sity acceded to their demands for changes
in t he admissions, curriculum, and housing policies. At
the University of Oregon, 200 students occupied the administration 'building for several days, and the University
a nswered their demands for better representation on a
committee searching for a new university president. And
at Columbia, students in protest achieved a re-evaluation
of the role of the university in an urban community.)
Such demonstrations of force should not be confused
wi t h violence : the majority of students do not initiate
violence. (A recent item in "The New York Times" stated
that a t least 148 injuries were reported during the Columbia protes ts only after the police moved in on April 30 to
clear .five buildings that had been held by protesters since
April 23 ) . The demonstrations in Paris were characterized by an astonishing minimum of violence--eertainly
considerably less than the violence which attends race riots
in this country. According to Irving Howe, the state is
usually res ponsible for whatever violence attends student
demons trations, because the state has the means to commit violence.
Recognition, Representation
The important point is that if we want to end student
protests, revolts, and demonstrations, we must allow students a more democratic role in the governing of the institution. We mus t recognize their right to be heard; since
they are being educated by the institution, they should be
given some power in the administration of the institution.
They do not-and should not---expect to run the school;
they merely ask for recognition. They do not want to
overthrow presidents and trustees; they merely request
representation. They demonstrate out of a commitment
to narrow the discrepancy that exists between their vision
of the world and the mythical, prettified picture of the
world which their political leaders paint for them. They
are adults with a strong sense of social commitment to a
developing society-and they want to be an active, integral
part of that development.
For the committed student, things are looking brighter: early in July, some two dozen college and university
presidents attended a conference in New York sponsored by
the Institute for the Development of Educational Activities, an affiliate of the Charles F. Kettering Foundation,
to investigate student unrest. The educators were most
sympathetic to the students' claims and positions.
Anthropologist Margaret Meade, who has studied and
taught at Columbia for 48 years, recently urged that we
recognize the student's right to share in campus authority: "We can no longer have privately endowed universities governed by boards of trustees
not responsive
to anyone but themselves ."
-M.H.E.

NOW IS THE TIME TO UNITE
Students, we are involved in a
seemingly hopeless crisis at Ursinus.
An old adage asserts that
when calamities befall they descend
in droves. Well, we certainly have
had our fair share in the past three
weeks. In the hallowed tradition
of Ursinus College, such crises
went unheeded ,by the administration in the hope that silence or worn
out quotes from the handbook
would dim student interests and
demands. Unfortunately, this policy always succeeded. Who is to
blame? Not only the administration, but we, the students of Ursinus. We fell 'blindly for their decoy, triggered by our frustration
and resignation. We allowed momentary setbacks to deride our intentions, quell our incentive, and
send us back to our dorms to squander time musing over the hopelessness of the situation. We fell back
on whatever consolation the phrase,
"this isn't college, this is Ursinus"
gave us. We were saddled with the
situation whether we liked it or not.
The time has changed-we must
not fail this time. The crisis has
uttered its challenge. Shall we respond like college students, or like
the children the Ursinus board assumes we are? It is easy to criti. t 1't U t·IOn comcize UC, to tear t h e InS
pletely apart. It is much more difficult to see the finer points of Ursinus. Contrary to popular opinion, this is a potential college, no
matter how loco parentis regulations obscure the fact. Contrary to
popular opInIOn, the students,
through student government and
student-faculty committees, can
advance change.
Presently, the
col1ege is failing us, but we are

also failing ourselves. A truly united stand by all students is vital.
With such a mobilization we can
wrest alterations and concessions
from the administration; without it
we must again submit.
We have numerous contentions
against the Ursinus way. Restrictive regulations on social life have
led to a moral and academic dilemrna beyond the comprehension of
the administration. It has been
charged that intellectual curiosity
among UC students is practically
nil. The student has acquired, at
best, a passive attitude toward
learning. We merely regurgitate
on exams what professors have dictated. Because of irrational social
restraints, social activities are over
emphasized. To attend a party
where drinks are served has become
a primary goal of many students.
Extra-curricular academic activities lag behind those of other major
schools.
Another question we must have
the administration answer concerns the morality of the social
restraints. Two facts have been
pointed out to the board.
The
drinking code at Ursinus conflicts
with Pennsylvania state law. Secondly, the rulings concerning drinkl·ng and open dorms are impractical
and unenforceable, causing students
to look for ways to avoid detection.
In effect, Ursinus regulations create contempt for law, as we tend to
look at laws not with respect for
their intentions, but rather, how we
can break them without getting
caught.
In many instances, the Board of
Directors attempts to disal10w in
four years what seventeen or eigh-

teen years of parental training has
molded. If a student's parents
trus t him, is it moral for the college to disregard that trust? Morality is a question of individuality
-this is also violated by the Ursinus code.
Wi)at does all this mean? What
: an ~e, the students, do? It is up
to us to mobilize and unite.
The
momentum can swing in our direction. Faculty members have indicated to us that their sympathies
lie with us.
They recognize the
moral dilemma. They realize that
the rules must be changed, that recent punishments are too harsh .
We must act without delay, and
without apathy.
We must help
make Ursinus the college it can be.
Action, united action, through student government, student-faculty,
and student committees can and
wi1\ alter our dilemma. We must
abandon meaningless labels such as
"liberal" and "conservative" when
applied to students. The above usual channels will serve to remedy
the situation; but ~>nly through
united student support and action.
Students must strip away the inhibiting veils of selfishness, apathy,
and fear. Too many are concerned
only with grad school and faculty
recommendations. Too many feel
that they have nothing to gain and
much to lose. What about a better Ursinus-is this not a gain to
all?
Thus, our challenge is not to
fear. There is no danger in ex'pressing a rational opinion of a
united student body. This is a free
society; utilize this freedom!

ALAN NOVAK
DAVE SEARS
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WRUC Increases Wattage USGA Discusses Students To Decide on
To Allow Greater Service BLack ALLiance Two Government Proposals
In order to increase their coverage WRUC, the Ursin us College radio station is going to install a
ten watt transmitter within the
next few months. The new transmitter will make it possible for
broadcasts to reach a much wider
audience which will include area
residents as well as the college
community. Furthermore, the quality of reception will be greatly
improved on campus by the ten-fold
increase in power.
This added power does bring
with it a good deal of responsibility.
The station must obtain an
FOC license as a non-commercial,
educational broadcasting unit. In
order to get this license the engineering staff has been forced to
make a number of studies of the
effects that increasing the power
will have upon things such as the
radio equipment at the Collegeville
Airport.
Not only does the switch necessitate planning of the actual transmitter and so forth, but there will
also have to be changes made in
the programming department. All
announcers will have to obtain an
FCC third class engineer's permit.
To do so they merely have to study
the basic rules of broadcasting, and
then take a short written test. The
programming director, Pete Von

Southen is currently deciding which
present shows fit the educational
requirements of the FCC.
In obtaining the non-commercial
license the station will have to drop
its policy of support by advertising. In order to obtain the license
President Helfferich urged the
'Board of Directors to allow the
college corporation to apply for the
actual permit. The station is also
planning an expanded program
guide, in which advertising will be
sold.
The station is planning to submit
its application to the FCC after
Thanksgiving, and will then receive a building permit good for
two months. From now until semester break, when the work will
be finished, students may experience difficulty in getting WRUC.
The current transmitter is being
moved to Pfahler, so that reception
should improve for those living
close to Pfahler, while those living
at the other end of the campus may
find that they may not be able to
get the station.
For those Seniors who have seen
the radio station built from nothing
through the work of a small group
of students this change seems incredible. One can only hope that
these changes will be used in the
future to make a better Ursinus.

At the November 11th meeting
of the USGA Bob Dixon, a representative from the Black Alliance
on campus expressed his group's
desire to be given recognition as a
campus organization.
The Black
Alliance is interested in increasing
the Negro enrollment at Ursinus
and encourages young Negro applicants to seriously consider U .C. as
their final choice. Recognition of
the group must be approved by the
Student Activities Committee.

A suggestion was made that two
bands be hired for the Lorelei, one
rock and one soul group. It was
hinted that the band hired on previous occasions did little to increase
attendance at the Lorelei, while
one 0:- more popular groups would
not only tend to increase the turnout but make the dance a more enjoyable occasion as well.
The new boys' lounge is expected
to be open before Thanksgiving and
may be supplied with a pay pool
table. This lounge will be open to
ladies during the same hours that
Wilkensen Lounge is made available to women students. In other
words, one more reception room is
being opened to the Ursinus students.
With nothing more to discuss,
which seems odd considering the
growing discontent of the student
body, the meeting was adjourned.
LINDA TURNAGE

PNE Folk Fest Held; u. c. Sponsors
U. C. Talent Featured Career Days
All the seats in the Parents'
Lour.ge were full; some people even
sat on the floor, and at least one on
a table. It was the night of 15
November, and we all sat under the
benevolent eye of the Pi Nu Epsilon banner, waiting for Pi Nu's
hootenanny to begin.
This hoot
diffHed from the last in the fact
that all the singers that were featured were Ursinus students;
frankly, although I had heard some
of them before, I didn't know exactly what to expect.
I should have expected, somehow,
that Art Severance would lead off.
He did, with his usual light patter.
He did four songs, and was much
improved over the first time he
sang this year: he didn't interrupt
his songs with his usual "funny"
comments. I was really impressed
by one of the songs he did: a selfwritten one, in Spanish yet. Although I could understand none of
it, it was quite beautiful. I also
liked his rendering of "Motherless
Child." Art showed that he could
do something if he was serious
about it.
Miss Judy Daniels was next. She
sang in a clear soprano voice. and
did several songs, among which was
a Joni Mitchell song. She was quite
good, and her voice was clear and
pleasing.
Next on the program was Linda
Clarke. I had heard about her, but
I didn't know what to expect. When
she began singing, I was utterly
enthralled: she sounded exactly
like Judy Collins when she sang
her nrst song, which was, I think,
from All My Life. I was also impressed by her rendering of a Buffy
Sainte-Marie song which I had
heard only in French before this.
This song is called "T'es Pas un
Autre" in the French, and is on
Buffy's Fire and Fleet and Candlelight, for those who are interested.
I liked the way she did it; in fact,
I have no complaints about her
whole performance, except that it
was too short.

best. They did Leonard Cohen's
"Sister of Mercy," and "Winken,
Blinken, and Nod."
The latter
turned me off, because I can't stand
the song. They also did Peter, Paul
and Mary's "All My Trials."
There was a brief intermission.
After we had feasted on doughnuts
and soft-drinks, we went back into
the Parents' Lounge. I was eagerly awaiting the next singer: Ken
Park, and I was definitely impressed by his music. His songs
were all original, and they were
damn good.
The best one, I
thought, was "Dove," a paean to
Gene McCarthy's hopes of winning
the Democratic nomination. I also
enjoyed Ken's theme song, "Hope."
Ken sang his songs with a great
deal of feeling, more, I think, than
any of the others had; each song,
after all, was a deep personal experience.
Dave Bennett was featured next,
backed by a dispassionate Larry
Bells on bass and, for one song, by
Jerry Miller on bongos. Dave did
"Gypsy Song Man," and Bob Dylan's "All Along the Watchtower."
He was really good, and threw
himself into his music. Dave has a
tremendous voice for singing blues,
and used it well: I really enjoyed
listening to him.
Pam Grant was on next.
The
best song she did was one by Steve
Gillette, "Urge for Going." I really dug it. Her performance ended,
all too soon for my taste, with an
excellent rendition of "Peaceful
Waters." Pam's performance was
immaculate, her voice delicate; my
only two complaints were these:
her performance was too short, and
she didn't do "Suzanne." But one
can't have everything.

The Harrington sisters followed
Pam, and offered a few more songs;
they also asked the audience to
make requests which they led, if
they knew the song. All in all, the
night was well worth the pittance
it cost to get in to the hoot; the
company was good, and the music
Diane and Marie Harrington fOl- quite good. Pi Nu is to be comlowed Linda; this was a bad spot mended on this effort; I'd like to
for anyone to fill, 'but they did their see more of it.

On Wednesday, December 4, and
Thursday, December 5, the annual
Ursinus C~llege Career Days conferences wIll be held.
Designed primarily for Juniors
and Seniors, these conferences will
provide students with the opportunity to receive specific information about varied occupations. Representatives from business and industry, as well as the service careers, will meet informally with
students in the Parents' Lounge of
Wismer Hall from 2 P.M. till 5
P.M. No speeches will be given;
instead the representatives will
speak with small groups of two or
three persons, outlining career possibilities and answering personal
questions.
On Wednesday afternoon the
business and industrial careers will
be featured. Attendance by spokesmen for the following fields has
been confirmed: banking, Continental Bank and Trust, and Provident National; advertising, N. W.
Ayer and Son; accounting, Lybrand, Ross Bros. and Montgomery;
chemicals, duPont; insurance, Aetna Life and Casualty; investments,
W. E. Hutton and Company; pharmaceuticals, Roche Labs; oils and
gasoline, Atlantic Richneld; and
large metal manufacturing, Budd
Company. The Jackson-Cross Real
Estate Company is also expected,
but has not yet confirmed its attendance.
The service nelds will be represented on December 5. Confirmations have been received concerning: library work, Drexel Institute;
occupational therapy, University of
Pennsylvania; the Peace Corps,1J.
S. Government; the Get Set Program, Philadelphia Schools; and social work, Montgomery County
Family Service. A museum curator has also been invited and representatives from the United States
Social Security, Internal Revenue,
Food and Drug, Civil Service, and
Naval Supply agencies are expected to attend.
These Career Days are being
jointly sponsored by the Economics Club and the Placement Bureau,
with the cooperation of Dean Rothenberger and the presidents of the
Women's Dormitories. Dr. H. M.
Wessel, Director of Placement,

The student body will vote this Amendment to Article VI - Judicial
week on two proposed amendments
A. That an individual involved in an infraction of colto the U.S.G.S. Constitution. If
lege rules will have the choice
passed, they will be the first amendof appearing before the Judiments to the new Constitution since
ciary Board or having his case
its ratincation in early 1967.
handled administratively.
B. That the administration
The proposed amendments were
may make the final decision of
passed by the USGA Council sevwhether or not to accept the
eral weeks ago with the necessary
aforementioned case.
three-quarters majority.
TwoC. That, if the administrathirds of the voting student body
tion rejects the case, the student involved must then appear
must vote "aye" in order for the
before
the Judiciary Board for
proposals to pass. The first projudgment.
posed amendment is to Article Six,
D. That if the student or
the Judicial Section. It reads:
students involved choose the
administration, he must abide
by the decision.

Pratt Art Show
Opens at Ursinus

Ursinus College will host a show
of drawings done by graduate students at Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y., in the college's Wismer
Hall from December 3 until January 5. Formal opening will be at
4 p.m., December 3.

The other proposed amendment
would affect Article VII, on the
elections:
Amendment to Article VII Section
4 - Elections
That, the officers and representatives of the Ursinus Student Government Council shall
be elected no later than 1 week
into the spring semester and
shall assume responsibility at
the first USGA meeting thereafter.

Richard O. Sorensen, art inThat, it should be publicized
structor at Ursinus, is coordinating
in the bulletin for petitions for
the exhibit, which will be open to
office one week before the bethe public. Mr. Sorensen carne to
ginning of first semester finals.
Ursinus this year from Pratt InThe feeling on Article VII, is that
stitute, where he was a graduate
a new council should take over earassistant.
lier in the spring semester, so that
they will have time enough to take
effective control of the government.

Howard Honored
ForAch·levem'nts
Dr. Robert S. Howard, associate
professor of Biology, is listed for
the .first time in the most recent edition of the World Who's Who in
Science: From Antiquity to the
Present. The biographical sketch
descdbes him as an American ecologist belonging to many scienti'fic societies who has done research
on the ecology and distribution of
intertidal insects and is credited
with discovering several new species.
Reichenbachia howardi, a
beetle, was initially collected by
Dr. Howard in 1955 and named in
his honor.
The National Science Foundation
in preparation for the Summer Institute Program has asked Dr.
Howard if he would be interested
in accepting a two month assignment in late spring and early summer of 1969 as a consultant in India. The program is designed to
improve science education in India
on the secondary school and college
level.
Dr. Howard hopes to be
able to participate.

FRANK JONES
The Complete

Sporting Goods Store

It is felt that the new reading on
Article VI would give the students
a two-fold advantage. It would deprive the Deans of any authority
to hold a de-facto "Kangaroo
Court," as happened once last year.
On the other hand, if the students
would rather avoid undue publicity,
he might wish to be tried by the
administration instead of the judiciary board.
Of course, after last week's trial
fiasco, it is doubtful whether anyone would really choose to be tried
by the Judiciary Board of his own
volition, anyway!

ARTS FORUM HELD
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
and here they conflict with the politicians, who try to divide the Africans to be able to subdue them more
effectively. In Nepal there is only
one race, and the minor arguments
that do occur are at the tribal level.
Although the king of Nepal comes
from one of the tribes, he is fair
to all, and Nepal is a country free
of racial tensions. In South Africa, Africans are not allowed to vote,
and are relegated to only the unskilled jobs. A white man could
be termed Communist, Steve stated,
"For helping a black man in one
way or another."

Sexual Mores Discussed
228 W. Main St., Norristown, Pa.
Another question of current inOrder your Ursinus Jacket thru
terest was discussed in the quesDICK SYKES
275-5373
Campus Representative tion, "Discuss the social and 3exual
mores of your country." Australia's
dating customs are about the same
as ours. Sharyn stated, "Do anything, but don't talk about it." PrePipin' Hot Sandwiches
marital sex is in the form of legalized prostitution. Selby noted that
COLD DRINKS
parents have no control over teenMILK SHAKES
agers, and that they engage in preHOAGIES
marital sex at an early age. Interracial marriage in Rhodesia is no
LIMERICK, P A.
longer illegal, but occurs rarely.
Rupak noted a huge difference in
489-7185
social customs between Nepal and
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
the United States. There is segregation of the sexes, and dating does
489-2110
not exist. People of different tribes
do not inter-marry, and there is no
urges the attendance of all inter- premarital sex in Nepal. In South
ested students and recommends the Africa there is a rigid Puritan code
program as an excellent precursor of morals. Leniencies in the moral
to the career recruitment program sense occur only where the society
which will ODen in February.
is Americanized.

SPECK'S DRIVE-IN
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URZYNSKI'S MEN WIN TITLE
IAlbert Leads UC
To Championship
By RUD! HERMAN

rsinus and Lafayette booters watch ball as it flies toward centerfield.

Soccer Team Edges LaSalle
After Losing to Haverford
By HOWIE SOLOMON
After having defeated PMC, Ursinus went after the Fords in an
attempt to reacr the break-even
mark in the cI,nference. Unfortunately, the Fo) ds displayed a
sharp passing attack in addition to
a trio of fine defensive fullbacks
who s tymied the offensive attempts
of the Bears. The Fords scored
in the first and second periods and
adcled their final two tall ies in the
final period.
After the Haverford game, coach
Baker reinserted Terry McMenamin tack in the nets as the Bears
travelled to Philadelphia to play
Lasalle. Danny Spencer opened the
scoring with an assist from Danny
Rudloff, and Geoff Totterweich followed shortly thereafter with a
score to give the Bears a two goal
margin. However, Lasalle responded with two goals of their own to
tie the game up midway through
the third quarter. From that point,
with Clark LangTall and Bill
Swope's accurate passes, Ursinus
controlled the tempo of the game.
With three minutes left in the
game the Bears pulled the gam
out of the fire as Danny Calabrees

crawled into the goal with the
ball. A good time was had by alleven in the absence of meal money
which was not given to the squad
for the game.
Lafayette wins
In a wild and wooly game, playcd
amidst a sea of Collegeville mud,
Ursinus lost a thriller to Lafayette.
Spencer opened the scoring, but
Lafayette matched it as the first
period closed. Spencer added his
sec nnc:l goal of the day (14th of the
year) and Lafayette again retaliated. Aiter a scoreless third period,
Geoff Totterweich scored for the
Bears to give them a 3-2 lead.
H owever, the fun had just started.
With less than seven minutes to
play Lafayette tied the game; with
approximately four minutes left
in the game Lafayette went ahead;
in the final 43 seconds Lafayette
scored twice (so you see kiddies,
the Raiders aren't -the only ones
who can do it) and, mercifully, the
game ended in a 6-3 loss.
Bears Take Finale
In the season's finale, Ursinus
destroyed a hapless F & M soccer
squad by a score of 4-2. As this
game represented the .final game
of the season, all seniors on the
squad were in the starting line-up.
Danny Spencer scored first for the
Bears, aided by a brilliant pass
from senior Dave Bosler. Spencer
added his second goal of the game

and the Bears held a 2-1 lead at
halftime. The main event in the
first half, however, was not the
scoring of Spencer, but the pugilistic prowess of Walt Kealey.
Kealey squared off with a Colonial
Lineman in the second period and
delivered an awesome left-right
combination which left the crowd
screaming for more. The rest of
the game was purely anti-climactic
as Spencer got his hat-trick and
Rusty Adams scored the ,final goal
for the Bears.

On a cool, windy day in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, Ursinus
cross-country truly had its finest
hour. An 'hour of greatness and
honor which they had desired for
two years. An hour which will become Ursinus athletic history. An
hour which has created a glory that
will live on in the spirit-of-Ursinus
cross-country men. At this hour,
1968 undoubtedly became, as I had
professed at the start of the season, the year of triumph and the
year of championship.
A.f ter an undefeated season and
a string of 24 straight victories,
UC cross-country men knew, as
they stood on the starting line, that
only the championship race is the
deciding factor. Only the championship race separa:tes the champions from the mediocre. UC cross
country men knew this very well,
they accepted the challenge, they
rose to the occasion, and they did
conquer.
As Coach Ray Gurzynski watched
in his distinctive confidence and
calmness, his team turned the MAC
championship into an Urs-inus holiday. Bruce Albert became the man
of the hour as he ran away with
the race and came home our 1st
MAC cross-country champion. The
Coughlin Crusader was in complete
command of the whole championship. (except for being lost on the
course). One hundred and fifty men

I

started the race, but at the finish
it was all jus-t Bruce Albert as
usual. With the last mile kick of
which he is famous, 'Bruce breezed
home in an MAC record time (by
30 seconds nonetheless.) After finishing, Bruce had only to wait a
minute to watch the rest of his
team race home and wrap up their
1st MAC championship.
Tom McMorrow, John Russell,
and Dave Trishman unleashed a
spectacle unseen for sometime: finishing right after each other in a
victory procession 8th. 9th, and
10th respectively. Then, 20 seconds
later, Rudi Herman came bursting over the finish line, his famous
victory sign proclaiming the championship to Ursinus with a record
low of 43 points. Rudi placed 15th
and thus one third of the top 15
runners in the MAC are our own
UC men (quite something to be
proud of). Frosh Bob Masakowski and Soph Pete Von Sothen
rounded out the squad; their performances truly outstanding as any
cross-country man performs when
he puts on a pair of CC shoes.
As to a conclusion to this 1968
CC story, one must look to the everpresent sagacity and down-to-earth,
philosophic prudence of Coach Raymond V. Gurzynski:
'We were
bridesmaids last year. This yeal'
we are the brides." It looks as
though Ursinus CC will be "brides"
for many years to come. Amen.

WORTHMORE
FLEECED-LINED
BOOTS

{Reassociation
Two for the snow-a snug, comfortable
Chukka style and the complete protector, a tall Wellington style with a
convenient zipper at the back. Both
styles come in black, antique chestnut
textured leather and brown shag.
Wellington style . .. $18.95
Chukka style .•• $14.95

In
Concert
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14-8 P.M.

ALBRIGHT COLLEGE FIELDHOUSE
TICKETS: $4.00-$3.50-$3.00
At Boscoy'S, Chiarelli's, The Ticket Center
or Call Albright Campus Center
374-2226

FLORSHEIM SHOES
KING OF PRUSSIA PLAZA
AND

PLYMOUTH MEETING MALL
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Flowers Win Intranaural Crown
With 6 - 0 Victory Over Sig Bho
By JIM DeBOY
The Electric Flowers won the
Intramural Touch Football League
Championship last Thursday, November 21, by beating Sig Rho 6-0
in the third and final game of the
championship series.
In the first game between the
two representative winners of the
Frat and Dorm Divisions, the Flowers, who were then 9-0, decisioned
a Sig Rho team by the score of
12-0. The Flowers' quarterback,
D. Stewart, was superb in passing
from the pocket; his touchdown
passes to C. Williams and T. Nichols provided enough scoring to earn
the Flowers their tenth consecutive win.
However, in game two, it was
Sig Rho's turn to dominate the
game. Quarterback T. Auer put
Sig :Rho on the scoreboard by
sprinting forty yards into the end
zone. The point-after-touchdown
was accomplished when Auer rolled
to his right and connected with his
split end, B. Keehn for the last
scoring play of the game and thus
evened off the series, one game
each with the third and final game
to determine the victor.
After a scoreless first half, D.
Steward of the Flowers threw his
third scoring aerial of the three
game series to his halfback, V.
Scancella which marked the only
scoring in the decisive game and
ultimately gave the Electric Flowers the game, 6-0, and the welldeserved title of the Intramural
Tou.::h Football League Champs!

All Stars Will

Visit Glassboro

By

BEARS DESTROY HAVERFORD;
SHUMAN WINS MAXWELL AWARD

the helm of the Bears at the home
opener with Haverford on Decembel' 4.
Fry will build his 1968-69 squad
around Co-Captains Dave Gillespie
and Steve Gane and has top subs
of last season Chuck Williams and
Marc Zimmerman.
Gillespie, a 6'3" senior from Catasauqua, averaged 12.4 and was
the team's third best rebounder.
Gane, a 5'9" senior from Norristown, averaged 9.6 per game last
season.
Williams and Zimmerman are
getting competition from several
newcomers. Jim Wilkes, a transfer student from Juniata, Bab
Clark, a junior from Schwenks-

GREEK GLEANINGS

ARA

D's PIZZA-RAMA

This year surprise her
with one of our

Two Varieties of Cheese
Special Italian Sauce
Fresh Dough Daily

UNUSUAL Creations

347 MAIN ST., COLLEGEVILLE

MAISON - MARTHA

Ned to the State Store

KING OF PRUSSIA PLAZA
ENCLOSED MALL

Monday till Sunday - 6 till 12
Phone 489.4946

MONIQUE
BEA UTY SALON
Collegeville Shopping Center
Anthony Greco· Stylist
Phone 489·4189

JIM WILLIAMS

Sports Review

• • • •

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING?
MARTHA SEZ-

WHATLEY LAUDS SQUAD;
PREDICTS PROGRESS

Coach Whatley expressed satisfaction with his squad's
performance this year in a recent interview. He also predicted progress next season.
Discussing the past campaign with this reporter, Whatley
explained that the team's first four defeats were due to offensive problems, but that the defense had performed well. Of
Ursinus steamroJled over Haverford College 35-13 on No- the second half he commented: "We came on strong in the
vember 16. Freshmen fullback John Stewart led the way to stretch as the kids gained confidence."
victory with three touchdowns.
UC first scored after recovering a Haverford fumble on
Whatley had kudos for many of his gridders, including
their 19. Joe Corvaia carried for the score. After another quarterback Pete Shuman. "He did a great job in his first
year as a full-time quarterback. Pete improved with each
UC score, Haverford struck quickly with a 59-yard touch- game." The coach also lauded his offensive backs for their
down run by Bruce Garton. The score, 15-7. Ursinus scored consistently fine showings.
once more in the first half on a pass to Art Baruffi.
UC finalized their victory with a third touchdown run by
On the subject of the MAC All-College selections, he
Stewart. The final score, 35-13. UC finished the season with hinted that one UC player could make the first team, along
with several on the second squad.
a 3-5 record.
An Ursinus foobballer, quarterback Pete Shuman, was
When questioned whether the other MAC colleges are
honored by the Maxwell Club at the Bellevue-Stratford on building stronger teams through scholarship enticement that
November 18. A junior, Shuman finished the year with im- Ursinus lacks, he replied that "it's not just scholarships, but
pressive statistics: 79 of 195 passes completed for 967 yards a lot of things, like athletic facilities, that attract athletes to
and 12 touchdowns. Honored with Shuman were two high the other schools." Also, Whatley said that UC's facilities
school stars.
will soon improve.
Netmen Prepare
Coach Whatley took a fatalistic attitude toward the lack
Ursinus Basketball Coach War- ville, and freshmen Gary Schaal.
of student spirit at UC football contests. He stated that this
ren Fry begins his tenth season at
Figuring in the Backcourt scram- was typical of all colleges- today.

(Continued from Page 10, Col. 5)
soon see some improvements on our
facilities. Jim Hendrix is alive and
By CHRIS CRANE
well and living in Fircroft in the
Ursinus College will be sending
person of Nofog.
seven girls to the National Field
Hockey Tournament at Glassboro
O'Chi
College on November 30. In the
Pledging is !finally over!! We
complicated and rigorous elimina- would like to extend a hearty weltions of the past four weeks, seven come to our fourteen new sisters:
people survived.
Kathy, Nancy, Marcia, Bev, Lynn,
Sectionals were held at Philadel- Becca, Lorett, Jane, Marion, Dee,
phia Cricket Club with representa- Connie, Nancy, Janie, and Sharon.
tives from six club teams, and foul' See girls, it wasn't that bad. But
all-college teams. From these, five about that riot you caused . . .
teams were selected to represent Lynne, oMary Ann, Sue and Judy
Philadelphia at Nationals. Sandy say "15 days and counting!" Laurie
Wood earned a spot on Philadel- and Lannie are going Ivy League.
phia's Second Team, while Janet Sue Koss knows how to get into the
Lippencott, Jane Owens, Nancy right "spirit" for an Ursinus dinPorter, Kim Brown, and Robin Cash ner. Bev has come out of hibernnmade Third Team, and Gwen Steig- tion. Haley and Romney have been
up to their usual tricks. Mary Ann,
elman made Fifth Team.
where do you spend your weekends
Against 20 teams from the other anyway? O'Chi wishes everyone a
seven sections of the United States, Happy Thanksgiving.
these seven girls will be fighting
for a · spot on the United States
Team 01' the United States Reserve
THE
Team. No matter what happens,
they deserve all the credit in the
SNACK SHOP
world and all we of the Weekly can
say is "Best of luck."
WELCOMES
YOU

FELLAS
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ble will be freshmen Herb Brown
and Mike Hartline. Also in the
Though he will lose seven key players this June, Whatpicture are juniors Bob Keejn and ley has high hopes for next season. He considers his ex perDean Stewart.
ienced offensive and defensive backfields the nucleus of next
Sailors Are Champs
year's team. "Both will be back and strong," he said. UnThe UC sailing team completed
its fall season with a victory in a fortunately, problems will remain. "Our big job," mentioned
five team meet in New York on Whatley, "will be to build a line, particularly guards."
November 23.
OUf football mentor advises fans to watch freshmen Bill
The two Bear teams defeated C . h
Fordham, Queens, Lehigh, and St.
relg ton, Gary Greenburg, and Bob Scappa, along with curFrancis.
rent freshmen stand-outs John Stewart and Jim Roe.
Sailing team members are Brad
Despite problems, Coach Whatley predicts a season more
Leman, Dave Sears, Pat VanBlar- successful than this past one. Why? "Because we'll J' ell earcom, Mike Compter, and Bill Burrill.
lier through experience."
There will be a Sailing Team
meeting on December 3. iPlease
come out.

ALL THE

NEWEST
COLLEGE RINGS
ARE AT

BARR'S

URSINUS COLLEGE
COLLEGE RING

39·95

Se'n iors and
Graduate St~dents
Career hunt with 90 of the finest companies
having operations located in the New Jersey/New
York metropolitan area. On December 26-27 at the
Marriott Motor Hotel, intersection of Garden State
Parkway and Route 80, Saddle Brook, New Jersey.
For more details, including a listing of sponsoring companies, see your college placement
director or write to the non-profit sponsor of the
second annual "Career-In": Industrial Relations
Association of Bergen County, P. O. Box 533,
Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07662.

Handsomely styled and
hand finished 10K gold.
Delaware Valley's
Largest Jewelers
OPEN YOUR OWN
CHARGE ACCOUNT
DaHNDMILITY ..HCI ....

~rwa_·.'L

__

DIAIoIOHD CUTTe".

1112·14 Chestnut Street
Germantown, Frankford,
Mayfair, Chester, Olney,
Willow ~rove, Cottman Ave.,
Camden, Upper Darby,
Cherry Hill, Vineland,
Plymouth Meeting

Info.: LOYE·222.

presented by

larry Magid
For ALL Your Printing Needs
Call 323-7775 (not a toll call)

MIKE'S
Barber Shop

SMALE'S PRINTERY

476 Main Street

Owned & Operated by an Ursinui!
Alumnus-Harold L. Smale, '53

785 N. Charlctte Street
Pottstown, Pa.

SPECTRUM • PHILA., PA. • 7 PM FRI., DEC. 6
Tickets:

$3.50

$4.50

$5.50

Advanc. Tickets On Slle:. Electric Factory. 2201 Arch; Giassman·s. 13th & Locust;
15th &. Locust Ticket OffIce; Spectrum, Broad & Pattison; All Record Mart Stores.
Both Glmbels Stores; Wanamakers, Ce~ter City; Temple U., Mitten Hall; U. of P.:
Houston ~all; Record CI~se~, 54th & City line; Record Museum, Castor & Cottman;
~entral CIty AlenC); Wilmington: Bal & Ballaee. The Wee Three Record Shop
oorestown Ma/l, N.J.
Mail Ord~rl: Electric Factory, 2201 Arch St.. Phila., pa.'
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CREEK
Phi Alpha Psi
T hree weeks, one in fo rmal, and
15 clues later we can fi nall y offer
the Per ocious Fifteen a n off icial
WELCOME!! No it's not t he J olly
Green Gian t- Al bie just, finally,
g ot her new coat. Wha t ho lovean appariti on was r eported wa ndersearchingl y
ing
(stumbling?)
through the quad a t 3 a .m. We've
rounded ou t the month (and ourselves) with parties for Hoover,
Sandi, and Karen. Three months is
a long time, Joy! Helen's learned
all sorts of new things, it is about
time she learned about herself from
just one visit to our friendly infirmarian. T o our grea t disappointment Garbagede and never r e-materiaJized. Plaudits to out three
who made it to Sectionals-Gwen,
Lippo, and Sandy. What next?
Where were you going with EI Cid,
Ji11? Hi ho Chester and away!!!
,..

"Apes

"

Doug took his father to the movies but his old man didn't dig the
flick. Accessory to vagrancy, Frisch
in the counting house, Good Geoff!
Harvey has been having a rough
hell week but pledgemaster Cameron says that it won't last much
longer. Has Kravitz been hiding
or was he out buying hair straightener? If we don't leave poor Artie
alone he will just pack up his bags
and go to Ohio, and that will really
make us feel bad. Harry has been
complaining abo ut his sex life, he
says that it is getting to be too
good. I s that right, Pam? Since
Geraldine has been around everyone knows why they call Gillespie
needle.
Under the things to come department we have Catol W. W. and
maybe even Smith. Also in the
IlI"ar future, maybe a change in i
Elwood's personality and hobbies.
Bartell says t hat it is a false rumor that he has no flagellate cells,
but 'Barb says that it mu st be true.
Hartman gets the imbecile award
f or walking through appalacice
with a meat knife. There is a
st:·ong possibility that Rocco is
going to be pledgemaster next
semester. In closing I would like
to raise the question: does Cushmore's moustache grow down from
his lip or up from his mouth.

...

>I<

"

*

Tau Sigma Gamma
If Beardwood II could talk.
Glad to see that all the Pledges
survived Hell Night-and all the
Sisters too. But for a while we
thought we might lose our two
worst Pledges, Carol Davis and
Carole Sizzle.
Any more applesauce girls? . . . Best of luck to
Flash and Nancy in the hockey
tournament; Tau Sig would love to

" " " "

happy in Tau Sigma Gamma!
"
"
""
Sig Nu
have two more All-Americans.
The sisters would like to extend
And best wishes to Janet Sue Lan- our best wishes to Hanth on her
dis on her October 12th engagement recent engagement to Tom. Tell
to Peter A. Farina of Media . . . . us, which came ,first: the diamond
riP f or t wo
Also, congratulations to Gail Ster- or th e a II -expense-pal·d t·
nitzski on her recent spark-plug- to Vegas, Hanth? Rumor has it
ging to Ken Distler of A.P.O. . . . that Betty is launching a new cam. onSue, where are your Sunday paign on, well, let's see
clothes? . . . Biev, hear you like oh, the ......... with it! How
apples and licorice . . . . Sars, 4% 'bout it, (krt?
months and what? . . . Have you
We also hear that Nancy remet any nice Indians lately Pam- ceived a card signed by a certain
mie? . . . When is your next "un- admirer who shall remain nameless.
ion trip" Linda? . . . Is Mary Maybe Debbie could give us her
really ugly? . . ~ Barb, which impersonation again, if anyone is
nurse plays solitaire best ? . . . curious to know Mr. X's real identSuzie, when did you get pinned? ity ... And Muff seems to have this
. . . Larry still can't figure out ·thing for servicemen recentlywhether Denise's home is in Wil- first Gen. Motors and now Reed!
liamsport or at Mary's. . .. CrosJoa n has a tip for all you cold
ley's in a novel situation. . . . sufferers. Ask her about using
Karen, you and Vinnie must have Sweeta for a stuffy nose sometime
terrific phone bills. . . . Larry, ... And in closing, Sig wants to be
can't you find something else to sure to say a special "hi" to Peg
wear besides thongs? . . . Paula's Finan this week. So, "Hi, Peg!"
been up to Rhode Island lately _
"
...,.."
what's new? . . . But Marybeth
Zeta Chi
is our Tau Sig traveler-WashingCongratulations to ~he football
ton, Maryland, Maine, etc . . . . Ev- team on a fine comeback. The broeryone had a tremendous time at thers en masse are now looking forthe Demas mixer-thanks, guys. ward to finishing out the semester
. . . Pledges, the Sisters are so I in a joyful state with the help of
glad to hear that you are so very Bozo Carpenter and his array of

CLEANINCS

Sig ma Rho Lambda
The libra ry has mistakenly
called Gibbons innocent. Davey has
seem ing ly ta ken a great interest in
fenders. Gawk is vacationing in
the mountains. Rusty says Suite
108 is ready to secede from the
Union. Suite 303 is looking for a
cute co-ed to work as chamber
maid; no experience necessary. We
would like to extend our sympathy
to Woody who was married November 23, 1968. CongratUlations to
Walt who made Who's Who. Frank
has his hands full in Lancaster every weekend.
Congratulations to
Pete who earned the Most Articulate at Fraternity Meetings Award.
To all U .C. co-eds, Luther is alive
and well and living in Texas.
Keehner is on the pill.

Delta Pi Sigma
Thanks to APO for showing up
last Friday night. That's more
than the band did-right TY? Zollers and Gotwals must have heard,
they didn't show either or was it
due to anti-aircraft fi re ? Things
weren't too lively so E. L. went for
a roll in the grass. What curves?
The next time Smooth goes out to
lunch, you know where, will someone please card him? Thanks for
the inside information, Brett, but
your whole life story, too?
Belated congratulations to Larry
and Linda and, of course, to Andy
Malone on his recent secret pinning
to Alice Smith of West: Chester.
Never thought you'd do it, Andy.
And finally, an apology to O'Chi
· .. Maybe we'll have that mixer
before Easter.

magnificent young lovelies. Understandably, his most elegant lady
friend, the big 0, has been quite
upset over his recent coldness to
him. Felix, that special hello, wishes that a certain someone would
wash her hair because of its unusual color.
Steve Darreff, Beau Brummel
around campus, was recently observed in the basement of the Croft
constructing a new winter outfit
on his new spinning wheel. Steve,
the stylesetter of Rittenhouse
Square, claims that his latest en semble will put him over T iny Tim
on the social ladder.
J im Shober and Betsy Flynn have
made history as the first pinning
of the year.
Viper is apparently giving lessons to any interested tudents on
the one string guitar. Fred Callahan is still much involved with
Simms.
Man about campus "Bubba" Addicks has recently been spotted attempting to retain--or is it restrain
himself.
Zippy sends his best to Mr. BoyeL·
and sincerely hopes that they can
get together soon to discuss Ursinus social life-or is it wild life.
Best wishes to the demolition
crew on campus, we hope we will
(Continued on Page 9, Col. 2)
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Math Majors:
Will your first position
be worth your time and talent?
It will if you join the National Security
Agency. In fact, working for NSA will
bring you face to face with mathematical
challenges so great that they frequernly
go beyond the known boundaries
of mathematical knowledge.
NSA is the agency within the
federal government that is responsible
for designing and developing
invulnerable communications systems
and EDP devices to transmit and
receive vital information.

The Career Scene at NSA
As a mathematician at NSA, you will play
an active part in defining, formulating
and solving communications-related
problems, many of major national
significance. Statistical mathematics,
matrix algebra, finite fields, probability,
combinatorial analysis, programming
and symbolic logic are but a few of the
tools applied by Agency mathematicians.
Theoretical research is also a vita!
concern at NSA, owing to the fact that
the present state of knowledge in
certain fields of mathematics is not

J

sufficiently advanced to satisfy
NSA requirements.
Your Imagination, a Vital Factor
Because you will be working at and
beyond the present-day state-of-the-art,
your imagination will be stretched to its
limits. Mathematical problems will
seldom be formulated and handed to
you. Instead you will help define the
problem by observing its origin and
characteristics and the trends of data
associated with it. You will then
determine whether the problem and
data are susceptible to mathematical
treatment, and if so, how.

will follow systematically as you assume
additional responsibility. Further, you
will enioy the varied career benefits and
other advantages of Federal employment
without the necessity of Civil Service
certification.
Check with your Placement Office for
further information about NSA, or write
to: Chief, College Relations Branch,
National Security Agency, Fort George
G. Meade, Md. 20755, Attn. M321.
An equal opportunity employer, M&F.

Campus Interview Dates:

DECEMBER 12, 13

Career B~nefits
NSA's liberal graduate study program
permits you to pursue two semesters of
full-time graduate study at full salary.
Nearly all academic costs are borne
by NSA, whose proximity to seven
universities is an actditional asset.
Starting salaries, depending on
education and experience, range from
$8845.00 to $15,000.00, and increases

" " * "

Beta Sigma Lambda
We have just one thing to say to
Bill Ayers who is leaving for the
Navy: 'BYE!!' . . . Allen's in I
tears because his artwork is being I
destroyed.
Clemens' new I
nickname : "Gumdrop" . . . How's
your esophagus, Clem? Lockyear
thinks he's married to Gale Sayers.
· . . Vic, do they teach all Italians to shave and brush their teeth
in the shower? . . . Openshaw
again sets a new high for raffle
ticket sales. . .. To whom it may
concern: Congratulations on winning the TV. Next year you might
win the tube. . . . Rabbi gets onthe-job training from Patsch . . . .
We know Barr has friends, it's just
that we can't find any of them!
· . . Bob Reid , where are you???
Henry wanted his name in the
Greeks, so here it is: Richard
Henry Sykes . .. COOL FRANK!
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